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Andrews Consulting

Andrews helps clients install, upgrade, extend, and enhance all  
JD Edwards software. Andrews’ JD Edwards specialists combine wide 
business experience with broad and deep technical knowledge.

Andrews has created two software products that enhance the  
JD Edwards experience:

RapidDecision provides the best business intelligence you can get.  
It does this by building a data warehouse very quickly and at very  
low cost. RapidDecision brings data warehouses within reach of  
all customers.

RapidReconciler ensures that JD Edwards Inventory and General Ledger stay 
in perfect harmony. It eliminates time-consuming month-end reconciliations.

Andrews’ Custom Software specialists help clients extend and enhance  
their JDE software. They do this by combining a deep understanding of  
your JDE application along with solid knowledge of the latest technologies. 
This allows them to create elegant custom software that integrates  
seamlessly with your JDE applications.
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There are many ways in which Andrews can enhance your JD Edwards experience.

These include:

•	Helping	clients	who	are	new	to	JD	Edwards	to	get	started.	Our	track	record	for	helping	
   clients get started with JD Edwards is unrivalled.

•	Upgrade	assistance.	Mature	customers	benefit	greatly	from	expert	assistance	when			 
   upgrading to new releases.

•	Extra	hands.	Many	Andrews’	clients	need	additional	help	from	people	with	special	skills.	 
			Our	network	of	experts	can	provide	the	exact	skills	you	need.

•	Adding	more	capability.	A	steady	stream	of	exciting	new	offerings	is	being	provided	by	 
			Oracle	to	JD	Edwards	customers.

•	Technical	advice	and	support.	It	is	impractical	for	many	organizations	to	maintain	the	 
   deep technical skills needed to keep JD Edwards applications performing at their peak.  
			Managing	the	CNC	function	can	be	daunting	to	some.	Andrews	can	provide	help	as	 
   needed or can handle this function for you.

•	Building	the	foundation	for	business	intelligence.	No	other	service	provider	has	designed	 
   and implemented over a hundred successful full-function business intelligence solutions  
   for JD Edwards customers.

•	Retiring	unnecessary	customizations.	Many	installations	include	now-outdated	and	 
   unnecessary changes to JD Edwards applications. Andrews can help retire them and  
   get you back on track to keep up with new improvements.

•	Leverage	the	web.	Too	often	the	outstanding	capability	of	your	JD	Edwards	software	 
   has not been made available to everyone that could use it including customers, all  
   your employees, and suppliers. Andrews can leverage the capability of the Internet and  
   wireless networks to extend JD Edwards functionality everywhere.

•	Create custom applications. When custom code is needed, Andrews experts know  
   how to build it rapidly using the most effective tools and applying standards and  
   techniques that will limit the burden of maintaining and enhancing it over time.
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Andrews Consulting

The software that most businesses use is a blend of packaged software and of 
custom software.

Andrews helps customers perfect this blend and provides custom software services. 
This software provides capabilities that supplement those of your packaged software. 
Often	it	can	give	you	unique	competitive	advantages.

Creating custom software is a very challenging task, and failure rates are historically 
high. Andrews encourages clients to create custom software only when the need  
is legitimate and when they are willing to follow principles needed for success.

Andrews’	clients	have	enjoyed	significant	success	building	applications	as	a	 
result of:

				•	The	unique	process	and	principles	Andrews	applies	to	projects.

				•	The	productivity	and	technical	skills	of	our	staff.

				•	Effective	use	of	the	best	available	tools	and	standards.

Andrews helps clients create highly-effective custom applications regardless of 
whether their packaged applications include JD Edwards. Development in either 
Java	or	Microsoft	.NET	is	fully	supported	by	our	staff.	


